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Last quarter we introduced the balsabuilder WingIt! 
building system as a method for turbo charging the 

scratch build of a classic polyhedral motor glider (see the 
squareONE design Volume 1 | Issue 3).  This quarter we will 
show you how easy it is to build upon the flexibility found 
within the WingIt! building system components, to create 
what is perhaps one of the finest 4-channel trainer offering 
within park flying circles.  We’ll show balsabuilder readers 
how to transform the usable fuselage components from a 
retired GWS Slow Stick into a sporty, aileron-equipped, high 
performance balsa wood park flyer – this pairing, know as 
the Stevens AeroModel SPORTstik, has proven to be one of 
Stevens’ all time best selling designs – and for good reason!  
The SPORTStik is the ideal entry-level 4-channel trainer – a 
simple one-evening build, with impeccable flying qualities.  
Thanks to a generous contribution from Stevens AeroModel 
readers of balsabuilder Magazine are being given exclusive 
insider instruction on how to build an improved version 
of this classic Stevens design - along with access to never-
before-published SPORTstik plans from Stevens AeroModel 
detailing this popular upgrade wing kit.

— Kris Cartwright

“What’s all the fuss it’s just a wing and a stick?” – that was my 
general perception of the project the first time local pilot, 
friend, and all-around good guy Tom Binkley approached me 

with 
the idea 
for the SPORTstik.  
While exceptionally popular 
with local pilots, Tom was generally 
displeased with the flying qualities of his foam 
three channel trainer.  Lets not misunderstand Tom, his 
GWS Slow Stick had served it’s purpose well – providing a 
durable platform for basic instruction of guests at our flying 
field and serving valiantly in various streamer-cut combat 
contests within the local group.  The airframe was, however, 
showing it’s age and while it was an easy platform for the 
beginning pilot to master, the flying qualities of the model 
simply didn’t align well with many of the more popular “next 
steps” within the hobby.  

“... transform the usable fuselage 
components from a retired GWS 
Slow Stick into a sporty, aileron-
equipped, high performance balsa 
wood park flyer ...”

SPORTstik
balsabuilder
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Tom was on to something.  I hate to paint with such a broad 
brush, but it was apparent, not just to myself, but to many 
classically trained RC pilots (those who cut their teeth on the 
higher energy .40 and .60 size club field trainers) - that Slow 
Stick trained pilots, who were characteristically confident 
(and capable) while piloting their beloved Slow Stick trainer, 
were in-fact failing miserably to progress on to higher 
energy models – billed as step-up or intermediate trainers.  
Tom perceived that what was needed was a cleaner design, 
still lightly loaded, forgiving, and floaty – but with sportier 
performance, greater available control authority, and the 
ability to carry more into and through maneuvers.
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project materials list
The SPORTstik may be scratch built using the plans 
published with this issue of balsabuilder Magazine.  
For your convenience, a laser-cut parts package of the 
SPORTstik is available directly from balsabuilder.com

Balsa Wood Sheets (4 in. x 24 in. length)
1/16 in. thick, medium density (1)*
3/32 in. thick, medium density (3)*
1/8 in. thick, medium density (2)*

Balsa Wood Strips (24 in. length)
(select hard or very hard balsa strips)

3/32 in. x 3/16 in. (4 pc.)*
3/32 in. x 1/4 in. (4 pc.)*
1/8 in. x 3/16 in. (6 pc.)*
1/8 in. x 3/8 in. (2 pc.)*
1/8 in. x 1/2 in. (2 pc.)*
1/4 in. square (2 pc.)*

Ply Wood Sheets (4 in. x 12 in. length)
1/32 in. thick, aircraft plywood (1)*
1/16 in. thick, aircraft plywood (1)*

*The laser-cut parts package will not require the purchase 
of these balsa and plywood stock sizes.
 
Hardware
1 - GWS Slow Stick, 10mm square fuselage (AP096)
1 - GWS Slow Stick, fuselage plastic parts kit (AS3)
2 - 24 in. length, 0.45 diameter music wire
1 - 12 in. length, 0.45 diameter music wire
2 - Pair, Micro Razor Control Horns, Du-Bro (DUB348)
2 - Pair, Mini E/Z Connectors (DUB845)
4 - Bolts, 2-56 x 3/4 in. (DUB31)
4 - Nuts, 2-56 (DUB560)
8 - Flat washers, #2 (DUB321)
8 - Rubber Bands, Size #32

Suggested Electronics
1 - Motor, SA Sport Park BL450 2217-9 (SUPA2217-9)
1 - Outrunner motor mount, E-Flite (EFLM1915)
1 - ESC, SA Sport 30A (SUP30AESC)
1 - Propeller, APC 10 x 4.7 SF 
1 - Battery, 7.4V 1320 mAh LiPo
1 - 4 channel receiver and transmitter
4 - Servos, Hitec HS-55

balsabuilder
SPORTstik

40 in 36 in 375 in2 16-18 Park BL450



Tom dropped by my shop one 
afternoon to show off what he 
described as his Electric Trainer or “ET”.  
Tom had stripped the foam wing from 
his Slow Stick trainer – replacing it 
with a smaller flat bottom balsa wood 
wing.  He further modified the stock 
design by clipping the fuselage boom 
and reducing the overall volume of 
the original foam empennage.  The 
ET was far lighter than the traditional 
Slow Stick and much more nimble.  
Tom offered to have the cut files for 
the wing delivered to me and asked if 
I would have any interest in marketing 
a simple rib package.  At this point I 
wasn’t quite sold on the idea.  I didn’t 
care for the idea of making the model 
smaller, in my experience and despite 
my affection for 1/2A size aircraft, I 
strongly believed (and believe to this 
day) that models never really began to 
behave like “real” airplanes until they 
reach .20 size (40-48” span 16-32oz.)

“... simple build and 
greatly improved 
flying qualities made 
the model an instant 
success.” 
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SPORTstik
4-Channel Trainer

I agreed to take Tom up on his offer 
so long as he’d allow me to work 
with him to develop the concept 
further – and we did.  The project 
was ultimately branded as the 
SPORTstik and gave rise to the 
SOARStik (a soaring wing variant).  
The Stevens AeroModel SPORTstik 
featured a larger wing with improved 
Clark-Y airfoil, torsion resistant truss 
ribs, purpose built empennage, 
and sporty lines.  Construction of 

Photo: The laser-cut parts 
package uses our WingIt! 
building system.  This system 
is a scratch builders delight 
and includes a shadow of the 
wing layout transposed over 
graph paper.  Implement 
your own design ideas or use 
ours as inspiration.

Photo:  The SPORTstik 
motors about in its native 
Colorado sky.



the SPORTstik featured the usual 
assortment of Stevens’ improved 
laser-cut interlocking construction 
techniques (laser engineered design).  
The combination of simple build 
and greatly improved flying qualities 
made the model an instant success.  
What I had originally panned as “Just 
a wing and a stick” turned out of be a 
movement (bordering on religious) – 
and the SPORTstik instantly became 
a staple upgrade item for many Slow 
Stick owners – propelling it to be an 
instant best seller within the Stevens 
AeroModel product line for nearly 
a decade before being retired in 
2015 to undergo another round of 
modernization and improvement.  

“I ... jumped at Kris’ 
request, to develop a 
scratch builder friendly 
version, of our classic 
SPORTstik design...”
Since the retirement of the SPORTstik 
design I have been hounded by electric 
flight enthusiasts to make short runs 
of the original kit – something which 
I have gladly made available upon 
request.  Since retiring the design, 
I wanted to do more to make Tom’s 
original idea more widely available.  
I therefore jumped at Kris’ request, 
to develop a scratch builder friendly 
version, of our classic SPORTstik design, 
to share with readers of balsabuilder 
Magazine.  These plans retain the 
original form but have BuildIt! from 
scratch written all over them. 

buildit!
SPORTstik

Begin by selecting and 
assembling the wing center 
section.  WingIt! wing kits 

can be built with various dihedral 
and center section profiles.  The 
lower inside spars are joined to a 
single break, “V” center section, 
dihedral brace (parts W1 and W2) 
– featuring 12 deg. total dihedral.

I chose to build the 
right wing panel first, 
to illustrate our WingIt! 

building system, I’m building over 
top of  the graph paper plans 
included with the WingIt!  parts 
kit.  Join a 24 inch length of 3/32 
x 3/16 in. spar stock to the lower 
notch in the wing center section.

Center rib parts: R1a and 
R1b are joined to the wing 
center section dihedral 

brace.  WingIt! laser-cut parts 
feature tabbed ribs and a notched 
spar to simplify the assembly.  It’s 
important that the plywood 
center section doubler face the 
back of the assembly.

01

02

03

Align 24 in. lengths of 
trailing edge stock  (1/8 
x 3/4 in.), sub spar stock 

(1/8 x 3/8 in.), and spar cap (3/32 
x 1/4 in.) over the plan set.  Start 
these stock pieces at the centerline 
of the wing assembly.  Position 
the center rib at wing center to 
capture stock parts.  Pin in place.

04
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Working out from the 
plywood reinforced 
center section, add one 

balsa shear web part W4, one 
W5 plywood servo pocket, G 
gusset, and one R2 full chord rib 
to the right of the plywood center 
section.  Align these parts with the 
plan, pin in place and glue.

05
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Finish adding the full chord 
R2 ribs and G gussets to 
the assembly.  Each rib is 

spaced apart from the next, using 
two each of the W4 shear webs. 

Set the top spar stock 
(3/32 x 3/16 x 24 in.) 
within the notch along 

the front surface of the plywood 
reinforced center section and 
passing through the notches in 
each full chord R2 rib.  Glue in 
place.

Make the tip rib double 
thick by laminating 
(gluing) one R4 full chord 

tip rib to the outside surface of the 
final R2 rib.

06

07

08

Beginning at wing center, 
glue the top spar cap 
strip (3/32 x 1/4 x 24 in.) 

spanning center to tip.  Add the 
R3 sub ribs centered with the W4 
shear webbing pairs.  Square the 
sub rib parts to the spar and glue 
in place.

09

Prior to adding the 
leading edge stock, fit 
the T1 and T2 truss ribs 

between each full and sub rib bay 
as per the plan set.  Note: T1 will 
require slight fitting as this part 
is cut oversize to accommodate 
various dihedral combinations.  
Pin these parts in place to retain.

10

buildit!
SPORTstik

Photo:  To complete the SPORTstik 
you’ll need either a retired GWS Slow 
Stick or the parts to create the Slow 
Stick fuselage.  Shown here are both 
the plastic parts kit and 10mm square 
fiberglass fuselage boom. (AP096 and 
GW/SLOW-STICK-AS3)

“...you can knock 
this project out in a 
weekend!” 
You’ll find no challenging parts to cut 
or fashion and the construction process 
is exceedingly simple.  For those who 
just must have a more interlocking 
laser-cut part package (I’m spoiled 
too!) the laser-cut parts are available 
from balsabuilder.com – the parts 
kit features our modular interlocking 
WingIt! building system and a laser-
cut shape package to complete the 
empennage and wing kit.  Combine our 
engineered laser-cut parts, a handful of 
strip wood stock from your local hobby 
supply, and your retired GWS Slow Stick 
airframe to complete this versatile and 
delightful four channel electric trainer.  
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buildit!
SPORTstik

Capture the T1 and T2 
truss rib parts within the 
wing assembly behind 

the leading edge stock (1/4 in. 
square x 24 in. length).  Start the 
stock at the centerline of the wing 
assembly.  In the same manner, 
add the three turbulator spars
(1/8 x 3/16 x 24 in.).

Remove the wing panel 
from the building board, 
invert and add the balsa 

wood servo pocket doubler W6 
to the outside surface of the W5 
plywood servo pocket.

Add two additional G 
gussets at the leading 
edge tip and center.  Then, 

use a razor saw (hobby saw) 
and sanding block to trim the 
balsa wood stock (leading edge, 
turbulator spar, spar cap, spar, sub 
spar, and trailing edge) flush with 
the outside edge of rib R4.

11

12

13

Finish right wing panel by 
adding the wing tip parts 
WT1 and WT2 as per the 

plan.  WT1 should generally align 
along a line drawn from the center 
of the leading edge through the 
center of the trailing edge.  

14

Repeat steps 3 through 
14 to complete the left 
side of the wing assembly.  

Once complete, finish the wing 
assembly by adding the servo wire 
exit part SE as illustrated on the 
plan set.

15
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So what are you waiting for?  It’s just a 
wing and a stick right?  – you can knock 
this project out in a weekend!  Grab the 
SPORTstik plans and follow along with 
our illustrated construction steps and 
BuildIt!

— Bill Stevens
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Assembly the horizontal 
stabilizer, vertical fin, 
and rudder using the 

plan as a guide.  Our laser-cut 
parts package features pre-cut 
interlocking parts to simplify the 
assembly.  Follow the sanding 
instructions on the plan to prepare 
these parts for tape hinging.

Strip the tired old foam 
wing and tail assembly 
from your retired GWS 

slow stick.  Or, assemble the GWS 
Slow Stick fuselage from newly 
purchased parts (AP096 and GW/
SLOW-STICK-AS3)  See pages 36 
and 37 for fuselage assembly 
notes.

Prepare the aileron 
assemblies for tape 
hinging following the 

sanding guidance given on the 
plan set.  Use a fine grit sand 
paper and a large sanding 
block to shape the leading edge 
and smooth the finish on the 
completed balsa wood assembly.

16

17

18

The SPORTstik plan 
ships with a drill guide 
for obtaining proper 

alignment of the stabilizer 
assemblies.  Cut the drill guide out 
from the plan and fold around the 
rear of the fuselage as indicated.  
Drill through the large guide holes 
using a 3/32 in. drill bit.

19

Cover the stabilizer 
assemblies then apply the 
tape hinges and control 

horns as indicated on the plan.
20

buildit!
SPORTstik

balsabuilder plan service

SPORTstik plans, decal, and laser-
cut parts are available for purchase 
directly from:   balsabuilder.com.  
To order by mail, please make your 
postal money order out to Stevens 
AeroModel and send to the address 
below.  (All prices in USD)

Plan  (PL012)     12.50 
Decal (VG012)       6.50 
Laser-cut parts (PK012)    45.00

                   + shipping*

*domestic shipping:  add 2.90 for 
plans/decals or 7.90 with laser-cut 
parts. 

Balsa Builder Magazine 
26405 Judge Orr Rd. 
Calhan, CO 80808
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Don’t forget the building supplies!

The SPORTstik is a simple build and 
only requires a few basic tools to 
complete the construction.  Whether 
working from our laser-cut parts 
package, or making your own parts 
using the templates on our plan set, 
you’ll need the following tools and 
building supplies:

Hobby knife with #11 blades
Single-edge razor blades
Straight edge
Razor (or hobby) saw
3/32 in. drill bit and drill
Dressmakers’ or hobby “T” pins
Sanding block, 120 and 240 grit
Glue (white/wood, CA, or cement) 
Covering iron
Heat gun
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buildit!
SPORTstik

Mount the vertical fin 
to the left side of the 
fuselage and the horizontal 

stabilizer to the underside.  Place 
the plywood strain relief on the 
outside of the fin or stabilizer 
to prevent the bolt heads from 
pulling through the balsa.  Install 
the .045 wire push rods.

Mount the motor and 
speed control (ESC) as 
indicated on pages 

36-37.  I used the E-Flite outrunner 
motor mount (EFLM1915) – and 
used nylon washers to shim the 
thrust angle of the motor down 
(approximately 3 degrees).

Mount the HS-55 servos 
within the servo tray.  
Fire up your radio and 

electronically center the servo 
control arm prior to making the 
final connections to the push-rod.  
Use a pair of Mini E/Z connectors 
on the servo horns to simplify 
centering each control surface.

21

22

23

I used the soldering iron 
trick presented on page 14 
to open up the covering 

to receive the aileron servos.  
Electronically center the servos, 
mount within the wing, then make 
up the push-rod connections.  The 
ailerons are then centered and 
aligned as per the plan.

24

The wing is attached to 
the fuselage using four 
#32 size rubber bands. 

The battery is placed on top of 
the fuselage over the ESC.  The 
model is now balanced at the 
CG point listed on the plan.  Shift 
the battery and wing around to 
achieve the proper balance.

25

Top:  SPORTstik power system 
components.  SA Sport BL 450 
motor (950KV), 30A Speed Control, 
and E-Flite outrunner motor stick 
mount (EFLM1915).
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Above:  SPORTstik plans are 
available directly from 
balsabuilder.com and come 
printed full size – ready to use.
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